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Dear Yeshua,
Wednesday, 25 May 2022, 8:11AM
In 2017 I discovered a new Friend and Brother (CB50), who is a fellow Seer. He is also a retired OfEicer
from the Dutch Navy, and continues to reside in his native Netherlands.
What follows are copies of emails we exchanged recently.
I will let the contents of the emails speak for itself. I have made a few editorial changes which are
indicated in (parens) and italics.
BEGIN EMAILS:
From: (…)
Subject: (…)
Date: May 20, 2022 at 7:50:13 AM PDT
To: (…)
(…), how are things in the Netherlands these days?
Are you experiencing monetary inElation like here in the U.S.?
Any continuing COVID restrictions?
—J9
========
On May 20, 2022, at 8:46 AM, (…) wrote:
Hi j9,
Things can be worse in my country. Our government takes always the worst decisions, but somehow God
is merciful to my country.
We have an invasion of people from the Ukraine and the government obligates all the communities to put
them directly into a house. That is a problem, because we still have a great inElux of refugees who also are
obligated to get a house. But the inhabitants also have no house.
So now the priorities to get a house are
1. Ukrainians.
2. Refugees from all countries especially the muslim countries.
3. Normal inhabitants of my country.
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Of course this gives frictions everywhere. We have the last 25 years not enough police persons. The
inElation is very high. But I do not know the Eigures and do not want to know it. We have no ofEicial corona
restrictions, only self imposed by certain hospitals and like. We have so few IC (beds) in the hospitals that
we were the only EU country in a lockdown the last half year. Per inhabitant in Germany, our neighbor,
they have 5 times more IC (intensive care) (bed) capacity per inhabitant. In my country they say it's too
expensive.
But in fact it is going very bad in the Netherlands, although the blessing of the Lord. Because of the
corona I estimate over all the churches one third has left the church. Although here and there are positive
things, but on a tiny scale. Hope they help to turn our country into the good direction.
My thoughts are that maybe Putin will invade Europe is a great possibility. I have seen maps and within a
few days they can be here in my country. They can occupy Austria, Germany, parts of Denmark, Belgium
and the North of France rather easy. Not many mountains and my country is as Elat as a pancake. I really
think not as a Seer but with my mind this is a good possibility. But nobody does want to think about it
and says that it is not true. They are used to the peace since 1945.
Hope you and your wife are doing well,
========
On May 20, 2022, at 11:13 AM, (…) wrote:
Hi, some more to almost laugh...
What almost nobody knows is that we do not have tanks any longer. The few ones we have are in
Germany on a lease-contract...
The following also almost no-one knows. The commander in chief of the Dutch army is a German general.
The Air Force and Navy I do not know, but am almost certain from the navy it's a Dutch admiral.
If you like I can share some info about the Russian - EU tensions. It's not what the governments and the
mainstream media promote. What I mean is that our prime-minister is the real cause of the invasion of
the Ukraine. He is in his 4th term now and constantly accusing the "Russians" from many things. Because
of him every time there have been more sanctions against Russia for decades, I think.
In 2016 we the people had a referendum whether we would like to have the Ukraine as EU-member. 2/3
voted against a membership. But our prime-minister knew better. So he decided that my country wanted
Ukraine into the EU. If he had listened to us, the people, then the Ukraine would have stayed a buffer state
between Russia and the EU. And Putin would never have invaded the Ukraine.
The downed MH17 in 2014, a poison murder in London some years ago and so on, always caused by the
Russians. For decades at least 2 times a year it were the "Russians" who committed some crime,
(according to our prime-minister and later other EU presidents).
Putin once said that he would be very glad if he had the power to commit only half of all these crimes.
Greetings,
(…)
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========
Op vr 20 mei 2022 om 20:26 schreef janitor9 (…):
“If you like I can share some info about the Russian - EU tensions.”
Yes please,,,
========
From: (…)
Subject: (…)
Date: May 20, 2022 at 11:52:02 AM PDT
To: (…)
OK,
Tomorrow I 'll have time for it.
It's not what you can Eind in Wikipedia. I am no fan of one of the different parties. I always strive to be
objective and put everything into a good perspective.
Bye for now.
========
From: (…)
Subject: Re: (…)
Date: May 21, 2022 at 3:20:35 AM PDT
To: (…)
Russia – Ukraine – EU
Part 1
The following is not as a Seer but with my mind. In the beginning of last year I came to a full stop. The
Lord did not want me to work as a Seer any longer. Nor seeing futures or whatever. Also not praying for
countries. Only allowed to pray for a few special people. So this is where I am at this moment.
The following is what I remember and is different from the Dutch and EU narrative. Including Wikipedia
and the Western mainstream media.
There has been a lot of turmoil in the Ukraine around 2014. The NATO and the US created protests and
riots in the Ukraine, so the president, Janoekovitsj had to Elee. After him an EU puppet was chosen and in
2019 Zelensky, another EU puppet, became president.
Prime minister, Mark Rutte. He is the biggest liar of all Dutch politicians, but still in power…
But for decades the EU was imposing sanctions against Russia. Every half year they prolonged them and
added some more. The big initiator behind the scenes was/is our Prime (Minister).
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Also for decades more and more Western troops gathered close to the Russian borders. More or less it is
a build-up of troops. On the borders of Poland, Romania and other former East-block countries. Although
we put more and more troops close to Russia, we accused every time the Russians to behave aggressive
against us. While there were hardly any Russian troops nearby ours.
Three Baltic states were a playground for different nations including Russia, but since 1991 they belong
to the EU and the NATO. So in the Russian view the West is coming close.
With the loss of the East-block countries the West is more and more heading to Russia. But there still is a
buffer zone because of Belarus and the Ukraine. Although a small part of Russia, namely Kaliningrad is
encapsulated by Poland and Lithuania. (But it is very important for Russia because this area has one of
the very few harbors that do not freeze. So here they have a big naval Eleet.)
Since a few weeks also Finland wants to become a NATO member. Until now it was neutral, although
being an EU member. So this way the West is again heading to the Russian border.
To be continued...
========
From: (…)
Subject: (…)
Date: May 21, 2022 at 7:09:48 AM PDT
To: (…)
Russia – Ukraine – EU
Part 2
The MH17 tragedy.
On July17, 2014, Flight MH17 went from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur with 283 passengers and 15 crew
members. 196 were Dutch nationals. This plane crashed above Ukraine with all passengers and crew
killed. It was somewhere in the Donbass region, the East of the Ukraine.
In this Donbass region the people are pro-Russian, very much more than the rest of the Ukraine.
Within the hour of the crashed MH17 the US president AND our prime -minister Mark Rutte told the
world that it was done by the Russians. They knew even before any research what happened?
Some time later it was said the plane was downed by a BUK-missile, Eired by Russian in the Donbass
region.
I remember I was intrigued by such a catastrophe, while we almost never experience things like these in
my country. I started a website dedicated to the people of the MH17 and collected information.
Everything I discovered I put on my website.
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There were very many controversies with the ofEicial narrative, I remember. About a year later the ofEicial
research started by the Netherlands, helped by some other nations. The leader was a very trustworthy
person, a Dutch prince, who had been doing like things before.
After maybe a year and a half or so the ofEicial report came out. I read it, it was very thick. But the
outcome was of course, the plane had been downed by a BUK-missile, above the Donbass region. It hinted
that it was probably Eired by pro-Russian forces.
But this report only mentioned what they liked. Almost nothing, except all kinds of calculations how the
BUK missile did detonate just before the plane. After that the shrapnel went through the plane. And it
was Einished.
I think this prince got problems with his conscience, because he never did investigate anything any more
after this report. He always was honest until this ofEicial narrative of what happened.
“The plane was downed by a BUK missile at a height of 10 kilometers.”
-Because of I have been a weapons (and electrical/electronical) ofEicer in the Navy I know how guided
and other missiles behave. After the tragedy I watched the pictures of it on Google. But I could clearly see
that it was not due to a guided missile.
I remember on the pictures it was no shrapnel but holes of machine guns. In the material bullets had
ripped from outside to the inside and from the inside to the outside in the same metal parts of the hull of
the plane.
I also saw big holes in parts of the plane hull, from the inside out. As if something from within had
exploded.
I found these pictures very interesting, but it was late, so I decided to download them the next morning.
But Google discovered their mistakes, so all these “wrong” pictures were removed the next day when I
wanted to download them.
-I saw pictures from the spot where these BUK-missiles were launched. They need 2 trucks. But on these
very spots there were no tracks of trucks. So two days later out of nowhere there suddenly were pictures
of the “launching Spot” with the necessary tracks.
-When it happened it was a bright afternoon, sunny without any clouds. A BUK missile makes a huge
white smoke trail behind it. It should have been seen by anybody in the area. I read about 15 to 20
reports from eye-witnesses. But no-one had seen any smoke from whatever missile.
Of course these eye witnesses were not mentioned in the ofEicial report.
-The people and remains of the plane were spread over a large area. But the eye witnesses who were
there said it was very strange. All the bodies of the people were intact. Not as if they dropped from 10
kilometers high. It looked like they were laid in this position. All of them also mentioned that most of the
people looked as if they were already dead for some days. They also smelled awful as if being dead for
some time.
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-Many parts of a plane are very heavy. When falling from 10 kilometers high they should have been
almost buried in the ground. But I saw the engines, the most heavy parts, were laying nice and Elat on the
top of the earth. Not halfway under the top level. It looked very much as if everything had been arranged
before. And everything neatly positioned on top of the earth.
Of course this was not mentioned in the ofEicial report.
There were so many more things not normal for a plane crash…
After some time I was warned the government was “interested” in me because of my website. I
immediately took it down and erased it. Just in time…
Someone I know was doing the same and did not erase his website. He was Eired from his work and never
got any job after it. He now lives without a home and breaks into empty houses to stay there for some
time. He begs for money. He is no Christian.
I think this all was to accuse the Russians from evil things. It looks like brainwashing. Continually and
over decades accusing the Russians from doing evil things.
I think a lot of people really belief that.
What really happened with Elight MH17 will probably remain a mystery.
On Dutch, Western and Russian websites I said that the best way for all of us is to make Russia part of the
NATO. Then we have a great future, we can use each other’s strong points and help each other. Then we
have a bright future, instead of killing each other and hate and condemn the other. And the problems with
the Ukraine are easily solved.
But what do you think? No-one agreed with me. Very frustrating…
To be continued…
========
Op zaterdag 21 mei 2022 om 6:18 PM schreef (…):
(…), I am saving all of these reports, to be used in my next Letter.
Before I post it on my website, I will send you private link for your review, and you can let me know to add
or delete anything.
I will wait until I get as many parts as you want to send in order to complete the Letter.
Please know that I am in your debt for this unique viewpoint.
Many Blessings,,,
—J9
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========
From: (…)
Subject: (…)
Date: May 21, 2022 at 12:46:33 PM PDT
To:(…)
Reply-To: (…)
ok
But you are not in any debt, I like to do it. Yes it takes time, but I can nowhere express what I think or see.
At this moment when I share a little bit about the Ukraine, nobody believes me. So much brainwashed are
the people nowadays.
Also the Christians. I expect my brothers and sisters to think for themselves and to be able to discuss
about these issues.
But this is really changed the last few years. I mean, in my country we always talked with each other until
we reached a certain standpoint. It took some time, but we listened to each other. These days not any
longer. There is only one way, that from our government or the authorities and the mainstream media.
Real discussion is almost not possible any more. If you have a different point of view you are cast out of
the persons/groups with the "correct/political" point of view. You are no more allowed to work with
them and many times kicked out of the "correct" team.
This is a big change in my country and I do not like that.
What I write is not really in chronological order, although I try it. But the way I write it down is how I
remember these things.
Many greetings,
(…)
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========
From: (…)
Subject: (…)
Date: May 21, 2022 at 1:27:09 PM PDT
To: (…)
Russia – Ukraine – EU
Part 3
Several items.

-First a remark about the MH17 tragedy. I remember that the cofEins with the killed bodies in the aircraft
crash stayed closed. Nobody was allowed to look into it to say farewell to their loved-ones. In the
beginning there was a rumor, but that was silenced very quick.
When I saw the pictures of the dead bodies on top of the earth they looked very much intact. There was
not even a pool of blood, like when you jump from a skyscraper. And this was from 10 kilometers high! All
these bodies were placed very nice on the ground. So why then not show them to the relatives?
-Something else I now thought about. When you believe in the great tribulation and the leader of the ten
nations in the book of Revelation, then president Macron from France is a great choice.
He is a good worker behind the scenes. He was the Eirst one to negotiate with Putin about the Ukraine.
France is one of the countries with their own nuclear missiles. He is working very hard to get an EU-army,
apart from the Nato. (Maybe the countries of the 10 kings?) Macron is also a former Rothschield banker
and is not very happy with the muslims. Also not with the many in his own country and in the suburbs
around Paris.
-An invasion of the EU by Russia is a good possibility. They are able to accomplish it. What they use now
in the Ukraine is old equipment, old tanks and hardly trained troops.
I think Putin is not interested at all in an US invasion. But he will not leave the Ukraine as the western
leaders hope. When he really should withdraw his troops, then Putin would very soon be killed by his
own people and replaced.
-Today I read that a lot of the Ukrainian refugees in my country want to go back to their country. Although
they often get a house and schooling for the children, they do not feel very comfortable here doing
nothing at all. And this is very positive for these Ukrainian people, that they want to work themselves and
not live from the receiving citizens for a long time. Because almost no refugees from muslim nations want
to go back to build up their own country.
-In my country a lot of Russian news websites are blocked. We are not allowed to read this so-called
“fake-news”! But they forgot to block the oldest one: Tass.
END EMAILS.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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